ABSTRACT

Introduction Takotsubo syndrome (TTS) is a sudden reversible weakening of the left ventricle function induced by severe stress and resembles many features as acute coronary syndrome. Even though many guidelines had been published about TTS, there is no consensus regarding the long-term treatment. Aspirin is one of the most common prescribed medicines at discharge for patients with the intention to reduce thrombus events and improve the overall prognosis. However, existing studies yielded conflicting results concerning its effects. This study aims to evaluate the impact of long-term maintenance treatment of aspirin in TTS and provides insights in clinical management.

Methods and analysis After searching through electronic databases (PubMed, Embase, Cochrane Library, Web of Science, National Library of Medicine Gateway, CNKI, Wanfang and VIP), grey literatures, conference abstract and trial registries for clinical studies investigating the impact of aspirin on patients with TTS, a systemic review and meta-analysis will be conducted. The search will be limited from inception of each database to 1 August 2020. The outcomes including all-cause death, TTS recurrence, stroke, transient ischaemic attack or myocardial infarction at 30-day and 5-year follow-up will be examined. Risk of bias will be assessed by Newcastle-Ottawa quality assessment scale for observational studies and Cochrane Effective Practice and Organization of Care evaluation tool for interventional studies. Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluations method will be applied to assess the quality of evidence. If available, the effects of aspirin on the above outcomes for patients with TTS will be evaluated using random-effect modelling with relative risk at 95% CIs. Subgroup analysis and sensitivity analysis will also be performed when possible.

Ethics and dissemination Ethics approval was not required due to the retrospective nature of the study. Results of the review will be published in a peer-reviewed journal.

PROSPERO registration number CRD4202012729.

INTRODUCTION

Takotsubo syndrome (TTS) refers to a reversible form of acute heart failure induced by severe stress which shares many characteristics with acute coronary syndrome (ACS), including demographic features, onset symptoms, ECG abnormalities and elevation of cardiac biomarkers. Due to a lack of non-invasive examinations method, the diagnosis and understanding of TTS remains poor. In clinical practice, TTS is mainly diagnosed by presentation of severe transient left ventricular (LV) dysfunction with typical apical ballooning or other regional wall motion abnormalities documented by coronary angiography with left ventriculography.

Another characteristic feature of TTS is the reversible pathology change and self-limiting clinical course. For a rather long-time, TTS was generally considered as a benign disease with relatively low morbidity. However, this view is challenged by recent studies. Based on data obtained from the International Takotsubo Registry, the rate of major adverse cardiac and cerebrovascular events (MACCE) for patients with TTS was 9.9% per patient-year and the mortality was 5.6% per patient-year in long-term follow-up. In addition, the incidences of in-hospital complications including shock and death were also comparable to ACS. But the understanding and management of TTS is behind compared with ACS. Even though many guidelines had been
published about TTS, there is no consensus regarding the long-term treatment.\textsuperscript{11}

The LV thrombus and systematic embolism were reported to occur on approximately 2\%–8\% of all patients with TTS with LV abnormalities.\textsuperscript{12} In comparison, the incidence of thrombosis in TTS in 5-year follow-up was twofold higher than ACS (21\% vs 9\%),\textsuperscript{13} which indicated the necessity of applying antithrombotic therapy.\textsuperscript{14}

Recent studies suggested that the release of catecholamines during acute phase of TTS initiates platelet aggregation, secretion and activation of arachidonate pathway.\textsuperscript{2,15,16} Therefore, aspirin became one of the most commonly prescribed medicines at discharge for patients with TTS.\textsuperscript{17} However, it is important to acknowledge that existing studies yielded conflicting results concerning its effects.\textsuperscript{16-20} Prior systematic review and meta-analysis demonstrated that aspirin was unable to improve the prognosis of TTS.\textsuperscript{21} However, its conclusion was challenged by subsequent studies suggesting that more studies are needed to resolve this question.\textsuperscript{22}

To evaluate the effect as well as safety of aspirin for patients with TTS, the protocol aims to systemically review existing literature and conduct a comprehensive meta-analysis to provide the most updated evidence for the treatment of TTS in clinical practice.

\textbf{METHODS AND ANALYSIS}

\textbf{Patient and public involvement}

There will be no patient or public involvement given the nature of the study.

\textbf{Study design}

The design of this systematic review was carried out according to the recommendation of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis Protocols (PRISMA-P) statement.\textsuperscript{23} The protocol has also acquired approval automatically from the PROSPERO. The systematic review will be performed according to the Meta-analysis of Observational Studies in Epidemiology guidelines and will be reported according to the PRISMA guidelines.\textsuperscript{24,25}

\textbf{Search strategy}

The information to be included in this study will cover electronic databases, grey literatures, conference abstract and trial registries.

Databases including PubMed, Excerpta Medica Database (Embase), Cochrane Library, Web of Science, ClinicalTrials.gov, National Library of Medicine (NLM) Gateway, China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI), Wanfang and Weipu (VIP) will be searched from inception of the library to 1 August 2020. The search will follow the principle of PICOS (participants, intervention, comparison, outcome and study design), employing subject words and free words for the term ‘Takotsubo Cardiomyopathy’ and ‘Aspirin’ with adjustment as necessary per specific database (see online supplemental file 1). Reference list of included studies will also be scanned for additional relevant articles.

The search is anticipated to be completed by November 2020.

\textbf{Eligibility criteria}

\textbf{Participants and intervention}

Patients with a diagnosis of TTS, regardless of the diagnostic criteria, will be included in the study. To estimate the long-term effect of aspirin, only studies in which participants taking aspirin for no less than 90 days will be included.

\textbf{Comparison}

The outcome measures for patients with TTS taking and not taking aspirin will be compared in the study.

\textbf{Study outcomes}

The co-primary outcome will be the incidence of MACCE, that is, a composite of all-cause death, TTS recurrence, stroke or transient ischaemic attack (TIA) or myocardial infarction (MI) at 30-day and 5-year follow-up.

The secondary outcome will be each component of MACCE. Included studies must contain at least one of the above outcome measurements.

\textbf{Types of studies}

Both observational and interventional studies are eligible for the study. Articles that published in languages other than English or Chinese will be translated into English when available.

\textbf{Exclusion}

Studies including participants with malignancies or autoimmune diseases or taking antithrombotic therapy for other diseases will be excluded. Review articles, commentaries, laboratory science studies, case studies, case series and other studies that do not meet the requirements aforementioned will be excluded.

\textbf{Study records}

\textbf{Data management}

Publication screening will be managed through EndNote software (V.X9, Clarivate Analytics), in which duplicates will be removed and further review will be performed.

\textbf{Selection process}

Two investigators will independently screen each record by the title and abstract before categorising all literatures into three groups: relevant, irrelevant and uncertain. After preliminary screening, irrelevant records agreed by both investigators will be eliminated, while the others will be retrieved by full text for further assessment. In the process, a list of eligible articles will be made separately by each reviewer. Discrepancies between the two lists will be resolved by discussion if possible. When an unsettled disagreement arises, a final decision will be made by consulting a third reviewer. Reference list of the
included articles will also be reviewed to check for additional studies that might be omitted previously.

A flow diagram for the selection process will be drawn in accordance with the PRISMA guidelines.

Data collection process
Data extraction will be completed by one reviewer using a predesigned form.

Data to be collected will include study characteristics such as author, publication year, time period of study, country and site; cohort characteristics such as sample size, demographics (age, gender), diagnostic criteria, comorbid history and concomitant medication use; patient outcomes such as the incidence of all-cause death, TTS recurrence, stroke or TIA or MI at 30-day and 5-year follow-up.

Missing information will be estimated from the available data as appropriate. If the data are incomplete or unclear, we will contact the corresponding author. The results of extraction will be verified by two reviewers separately before data analysis and disagreements will be resolved from consultation from a third reviewer.

The process is expected to be completed by December 2020.

Data synthesis
The essential descriptions of all enrolled studies including type of publication, author, publication year and country will be included in the systematic review. A brief summary of the study design, participant characteristics, diagnostic criteria, sample size, follow-up and outcome measurements will be included for all studies. Subgroups analyses based on age, gender, region, comorbidity diseases, medication and each component of the outcomes will be measured if possible.

Quality assessment and risk of bias
Risk of bias will be assessed by independent researchers following the Newcastle-Ottawa quality assessment scale for observational studies and Cochrane Effective Practice and Organization of Care tool for interventional studies. Discrepancies will be resolved through discussion. A third reviewer will arbitrate unsettled disagreements. The Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluations will be applied to assess the quality of evidence for disease outcomes.

Meta-analysis
Meta-analysis will be performed using R software (V.4.0.2), in which package ‘meta’ (V.4.1-40) and package ‘robitis’ (V.0.3.0) will be used in the study.

Meta-analysis will be performed with different homogeneities among populations, which will be tested by the I² statistics. I² values of 0%–30% will be considered as minimal heterogeneity, 31%–50% moderate heterogeneity and >50% substantial heterogeneity.

If available, the effects of aspirin on MACCE for patients with TTS will be evaluated using random-effect modelling. Relative risk with 95% CIs will be calculated for dichotomous data and weighted mean difference for continuous data.

Begg’s funnel plot and Egger’s linear regression will be used to assess the publication bias and sample size bias. An asymmetrical funnel plot or p value of <0.10 on Egger’s test will be considered as the presence of publication bias.

Subgroup analysis will be performed based on gender, country, diagnostic criteria, comorbid history, concomitant medication use and each component of MACCE if possible. Meta regression analysis will be used to explore potential source of heterogeneity if more than 10 studies were included in each measurement.

Sensitivity will be analysed by dropping one study at a time and measure stability of the analysis. Graphics of pooled data (forest plots, L’Abbé plot, radial plot and meta regression) will be plotted and added into the manuscript.

If pooled data remain heterogeneous within these pooled groups, a narrative description will be provided.
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